Maths focus:
Length and
height
Can you become a wildlife
explorer and make a list of
the insects you find in your
garden or a park?
With your adult,
make some food
from another
country in the
Commonwealth.
Photograph or
draw it.

Find out about a
famous explorer of
your choice. Write
about their life and
where they explored.

Maths activity:
There are 3 teddies in a box. The brown teddy
is 15 cm taller than the yellow teddy. The yellow
teddy is 3 cm shorter than the pink teddy. The
pink teddy is 42 cm tall. How tall are the brown
and yellow teddies? How much taller is the
brown teddy than the pink teddy?

Home Learning for Acorn Class
Summer 2020 week 1-2
Invaders and Inventors
In addition to these activities children
should read/practise phonics for half an
hour a day and do some maths every day.

Maths activity:
Teddy has a toy train and a toy plane.
The train is 28 cm long. The plane is 16 cm longer.
How long is the plane?
The toy train is double the length of a toy car.
How long is the toy car?
Draw bar models to help you.

Make an explorer tent in your
house or garden. Write a diary
entry retelling your experience.
Make a collage of an
underwater scene.

Become a leaf explorer and see
how many different leaves you
can find in your garden or on a
walk. Make a picture out of the
leaves and label as many as you
can.

Maths activity:
Rank the following from
smallest to kargest.
How far you can jump in the air
How far you can kick a football
How far you can run in half a minute
The length of a bug
Use a map to locate a
different country. It
could be a country
you have visited.
Draw and colour the
countries flag and
write some interesting
facts about the
country.
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